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Insight: Open Source: Beyond the Fairy Tales By Richard P. Gabriel and Ron Goldman Open source is a software development model that too often is synonymous with a free and freewheeling operating system juggernaut destined to up-end current computer markets. IBM is embracing Linux to unify its hardware product line, and Microsoft is screaming that open source is “anti-American and destructive of intellectual property.” Analysts and executives have been gathering around open source to find out what it’s all about, and people like Eric Raymond and Linus Torvalds—once indistinguishable from society’s stereotype of the elfin programmers working in the dark on the software that powers the digital age—have become heroes, spokesmen, and leaders in the new age of anti-monopolistic software. But is this narrow view adequate? Many other companies such as Sun Microsystems, Inc., have embraced open source but offer neither Linux nor Apache nor any other of the open source icons in their product lines. What are they doing? Open source, for corporations, has more to do with a particular business strategy than it does with any specific technology. In fact, technology is just another piece of the puzzle for a successful technology company—certainly it’s a necessary piece, but often it’s not the distinguishing piece. There are many definitions of what constitutes open source or, as it was originally called, free software. The basic idea is very simple: By making the source code for a piece of software available to all, any programmer can modify the software to better suit his or her needs and redistribute the improved version to other users. By working together, a community of both users and developers can improve the functionality and quality of the software. Thus, open source requires that anyone can access and modify the source code and that she can freely redistribute any derived works she creates from it. The different licenses have various wrinkles on whether modifications must also be made into open source or if they can be kept proprietary. We believe this strategy is indicative of a more complex view of open source, in which individuals or companies join collaborative communities in order to mutually benefit from one another’s expertise. We call this strategy “Innovation Happens Elsewhere” (IHE). What Happens When You Assume About Open Source . . . If you ask almost anyone connected with open source about how it works, she will draw something like that shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Single Community Built Around Source Code



She will tell you about how some people begin simply as users and how some will become more engaged by reporting bugs. Some may become developers who fix bugs or make minor enhancements. A few developers then get more involved and join the ranks of the core developers, being granted the right to check in changes to the actual project’s source code. This very code-centric view of the open source process as a hierarchy maintains users at the periphery, occasional developers one step closer to the center, core developers even closer, and the code at the center. And in fact, this view represents the hierarchy as a funnel in which the goal is to convert people from one ring in the diagram to those in the next inner circle—almost as if the end goal were to turn users virtually into code, the highest form of existence. A direct result of this perspective is that the actual users of the program are marginalized. While the success of the project is often measured by the number of people who use the computer program, only those individuals who are willing and able to talk about the code can participate in discussions on the project’s mailing lists. Major decisions are made by those writing the code, not by those who will simply use it. The roles that people and communities play in open source development are in reality, however, less hierarchical, yet much more complex. Open source contributors often discuss how best to do their jobs, maybe only just touching on how the project’s tools can help them. Other conversations may focus on standards for protocols or APIs that the project uses. Still other conversations may address issues affecting the larger open source community. Each different conversation involves a different group of people. These groups may range in size from small working groups of less than 20 members to full communities of hundreds or thousands of participating individuals. We might represent these multiple communities in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Communities Built Around Common Interests



Each of these communities has its own special interests. For example, some communities connected to Linux might include system administrators concerned with installing and configuring the Linux operating system on various types of computers. Another group of people might be concerned with business productivity tools (such as word processors, spreadsheets, and presentation tools) that are available for Linux—its focus is on what tools exist and how to use them. A third community might form around computer games available for Linux, with a subcommunity around a specific game like Quake—it would focus on exchanging tips, discussing rumors of new games, and finding opponents to play with. Each community will flourish or wither depending on how well its interests are met by the community resources. For example, a community of newbies asking basic questions about how to use a piece of software will succeed only if more-experienced users who can answer those questions are also part of the community. In addition, in a successful community a vocabulary might evolve that is derived from the project’s technology, application area, and existing culture. Such a community will come to resemble a long-existing club with its own phrases, in-jokes, rituals, and customs—an astute creator of such a community will know this and will help the community grow these aspects. A less-astute designer will focus on the code, typically ignoring vital potential members of the community. In the course of a successful open source project, different communities will come and go. New ones will spring up, grow, and possibly become dormant or die. As long as thriving communities still exist, the larger open source project can be considered alive and well. Note that death of a community does not equal failure. Consider a community that arose to develop a new standard. • After the standard it developed is accepted by the larger Internet community, the community would have achieved its purpose and no longer be necessary. • If in the future revisions to the standard are called for, the community might be resurrected. Therefore, rather than viewing the open source movement as the story of tiered production of a software application or operating system, it is important to recognize that the pervasiveness of open source is largely due to the communities it builds and empowers with solutions to problems and questions. While these coalescing communities are becoming a staple of online collaboration, innovative companies are also recognizing that they may benefit from incorporating open source philosophies into their business strategies. Those companies embody the Innovation Happens Elsewhere ideology.
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Innovation Happens Elsewhere Most companies find they often need to fine-tune designs and products over a series of releases. Some companies use time to improve products: The Saturn automobile manufacturer began by introducing inexpensive but high-value cars that appealed to young adults just starting out in their careers. While initially assessing the tastes and values of that generation, Saturn has subsequently introduced new models that reflect the increasing affluence of its core customer base. This example illustrates the use of the environment outside the corporation as a source of innovation. Software companies employ open source can perhaps exploit this strategy in its most pure form. So, what is the strategy? To simplify the discussion, let’s consider only companies that produce technology products. The Innovation Happens Elsewhere strategy begins by recognizing where the company’s proprietary value lies. Everything outside this inner circle of protected ideas and technology is available for instigating outside innovation beneficial to the company. The primary goal of the strategy is to increase the number of potential customers—that is, the size of the market available to the company. To do this, the IHE company tries to create more products in the market that either are enablers for the products the IHE company sells or form an aftermarket for them. Rather than trying to accomplish this alone, the IHE company tries to encourage other companies or organizations to do this work—but for their own purposes. The impetus for companies to do this comes from tools, technology, communities, and prototypes that the IHE company provides. By opening up part of itself to the outside, the IHE company can provide gifts that trigger the gift -economy effect: technology, tools, and prototypes that are of high value to outside companies and organizations. Releasing these previously proprietary tools triggers other firms to work in areas important to the IHE company. It helps to understand open source as a gift economy rather than the traditional capitalist model of a commodity economy. In a gift economy, gifts are exchanged, forming a bond based on mutual obligation. In the simplest form of gift exchange, when one person gives a gift to another, the receiver becomes obligated to the giver, but not in a purely mercenary way—rather, the recipient becomes very much like a member of the giver’s family where mutual obligations are many, varied, and long-lasting. In an open source project, the gift of source code is reciprocated by suggestions, bug reports, debugging, hard work, praise, and more source code. Giving gifts of technology and tools initially spurs outside individuals to work on or with those gifts for their own benefit—perhaps one of the tools is useful to a software developer for one of his or her home projects. Later, or instead, that developer might bring the tool into his or her company, which starts to use it for its own purposes. Because the tool was a gift (and perhaps its source is available), individuals and their companies reciprocate and send bug fixes, extensions, modules, and ideas back to the IHE company. The gift has been accepted—for selfish purposes—but it stimulates a gift in turn that is of value to the IHE company, which uses it to enhance its own products (see Figure 3). In the open source realm, this reciprocity is the fundamental expected payback for integrating software source. For the IHE company, this is only the beginning.
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Figure 3 Innovation Happens Elsewhere Process



Next, an outside company using gifts from the IHE company recognizes that these tools, technology, and prototypes can be combined with its own company’s technology to produce products at lower cost, less risk, and of great value to its customer base. Again, this is done for selfish reasons, but such decisions help expand the customer base for the IHE company. Sometimes a company or organization will discover an application or variation of the gift that will expose the IHE company to entirely unexpected and profitable markets. This is one of the most important return gifts the IHE strategy can provide. Even further, the IHE company, by creating, building, and maintaining a set of communities around these gifts, can engage in serious conversations with outside companies, organizations, and individuals. Such conversations not only can improve the IHE company’s products, designs, and directions, but also provide the IHE company with an opportunity to demonstrate leadership and vision, thereby putting it in a position to strongly influence the direction and structure of the competitive landscape. Because this is done in a context of gift-giving, culture exchange, and conversations, this is leadership and seduction, not control and power. If the IHE company exhibits learning in response to these communities, other members will continue to give gifts, work with the company, and help it maneuver through difficult competitive and market situations. When a company publishes white papers, advertising, and other public relations materials, readers typically discount these as hype statements. Within a community, however, where developers and engineers are talking to one another, the messages can be both shorter—too small for press releases—and longer: global visions and proposals for new directions couched in design and other engineering statements. By valuing the comments and ideas of outside community members—by showing respect—the IHE company can extend its vision while minimizing media or corporate cynicism. The IHE company best positions itself by embracing at all levels the philosophy of “Innovation Happens Elsewhere” by rigorously searching inside and of outside the organization for innovation it can use. We might represent the relationship of a company with customers, other companies, and organizations that employ the IHE philosophy as that shown Figure 3.
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In order to embody this strategy, several keys are worth remembering: •



The first is understanding and isolating the true proprietary value and technologies of the company. The more accurately this is done, the better the company is able to use its gifts and thrive. If what’s proprietary and valuable to customers is too small, the company will have a hard time surviving as others crowd into its space. If what’s judged proprietary and of value is too large—or too much of what the company makes or works on—then there will be few gifts available to get the cycle of innovation going.



•



The second key is having the confidence that your organization can engineer products quickly and well enough to stay ahead of the competition. Because Microsoft, for example, believes it does not have enough of an engineering edge over its competitors, it thinks it has no other choice than to hold proprietary all its source code. For this reason, Microsoft combats rather than embraces open source.



•



The third key is having a company culture that can embrace and celebrate innovations wherever they occur. In a sense, this is confidence and enthusiasm for ideas, but it is also respect and the right balance of pride and humility. Some organizations seem to fear ideas that originate from outside. Such organizations cannot use Innovation Happens Elsewhere. Others, meanwhile, are less discriminate, and much more likely to succeed.



NetBeans: A Case of Open Source and “Innovation Happens Elsewhere” Companies that truck in software can use open source as a basis for sharing tools, technology, and prototypes, and communities can be built around open-source projects. In this case, it’s important to recognize both that such communities need to succeed as software development efforts and that the goal of such communities is to fuel the IHE feedback cycle. Sun Microsystems’ NetBeans open source project is a good example of a community built to support the IHE strategy. NetBeans is an open source platform for building an integrated development environment (IDE), specifically for the Java language. Sun gets improvements from the open source community and builds a proprietary version of NetBeans—called Forte for Java—which is a tested version of NetBeans extended with proprietary modules. Other companies use the NetBeans technology in-house and as part of other products. Forte for Java is additionally positioned as a platform on which other companies can sell plug-in modules—that is, Forte for Java is the basis of a marketplace. The effect is to increase the population of Java language programmers by both providing tools for those developers directly and through other companies building on the NetBeans platform. This way, not only is Sun Microsystems building the Java community, but so are other companies and individuals in the NetBeans community. Sun sells an IDE derived from NetBeans, but most importantly, Sun sells server hardware that runs Java particularly well. Further, Java developers within Sun use NetBeans and Forte for their own work. Figure 4 demonstrates how NetBeans supports and is supported by the IHE strategy.
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Figure 4 NetBeans Open Source Strategy



An unexpected innovation occurred when a group removed the Java-specific modules from the Net-Beans IDE and replaced them with mapping, visualization, and analysis modules in order to build a modular environment for spatial analysis and visualization. This potentially introduces a future geographic information systems market to Sun, a market never contemplated. Implications for the Future of Open Source Other advantages exist to using open source, but being able to engage the Innovation Happens Elsewhere strategy is certainly the most compelling. Not only does it build the market size, but the tactics to make it work help companies develop better products faster by involving directly its customer base in their design. Through direct conversations with customers, guesswork is reduced in gathering market requirements. Moreover, some operational efficiencies can be gained through better testing, community-based support, and significant product contributions. Sometimes—no, actually often—a surprise occurs; an innovation or application of the ideas and technology appears that you never dreamed of, never heard of, couldn’t imagine—performed by a group or individual you never heard of. And it could provide a pivotal market for you or could change how you view and develop your original technology. What is most stunning, though, is the difference in the culture of companies that truly engage with their communities of customers, partners, and competitors. Morale is high, progress is constant, and it simply feels as though something good is always happening. About the Authors Richard P. Gabriel is a poet, essayist, and computer scientist. He is a Distinguished Engineer at Sun Microsystems, Inc., and lives in California. Ron Goldman is a researcher working at Sun Microsystems, Inc., on alternative software development methodologies and new software architectures. He is currently finishing a book on how companies can participate in open source software development.
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